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ON THE ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF THE REACTkOW PRO- 
DUCTS INSIDE TIEE GUN 
By Mr. M. P. Mmgai, Defence Science Organisation 
ABSTRACT 
The change in composition of the products of reaction 
inside the gun, during their adiabatic expansion, from the 
position of the all burnt to the muzzle has been considered 
and the temperature of the products, when they reach 
the muzzle, determined. While the maximum change of 
composition is 10 per cent., the difference of temperature 
at the muzzle h m  that calculated on the basis of constant 
composition is only 1 per cent. 
Introduction 
The solution of the fundamental equations of internal ballistics 
leads to the knowledge of the position of the all burnt and the pres- 
sure of the gases at  that time. The temperature does not enter 
these equations as such and beeornes known from the above and 
an assumed equation of state. From this follows the composition 
of the gases at the instant of all burnt. After the whole of the 
charge has, been burnt away, the products expand more or less 
adiabatically, and their subsequent temperature is generally deter- 
mined from .the consideration of this adiabatic expansion, assuming 
the composition to remain fixed. The temperature and composition 
are however linked, one depending upon the other, and it is worth 
while therefore finding out the efTect of the change of composition 
on temperature during the expansion process. The present is an 
attempt at  calculating the temperature at  the muzzle taking into 
account the change in the composition of the product gases. The 
calculations apply to the propellant W. T. The temperature during 
the expansion does not admit of any dissociation of the products, 
and if no Nitrogen compounds are assumed to be found, the amount 
of nitrogen rerh.aining eanstant, the composition is determined by 
the water gas equilibrium. 
DETERMINATION OF THE INITIAL CONDBIONS. 
2.1 Pressure and Volume of the Gases at the All Burnt :- 
The distance of the position of the all burnt from the Chamber 
end for tke approximation B = o (B =b-- A, b being the eo-volume 6 
of the product gases, 6 the Sp. gravity of the propellant) and the 
pressure of the products of explosion at that time are given in terms 
of the dimensiionlem variables [E2=l + %x2 being the diatance of b 
0 
the all burnt position from chamber end, and l= Ih- a A 
ko the chamber volume, c the charge wt. ' A is the average bore 
Cross-section. If 9, is the bore volume and gT the shot travel, A 
I PC . is given by (vb /ST ) andt2 (= p -, p being the pressure and I? the force A1 
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constant of the propellant) by 
. 
, (1-Y) 
- [ l - c r - r  MJ-Ey ] e2  
- fv 
--- F8 =z (1-BC'iJ ( P8p 
J and K being fmctions of f, (dimensim-kss constant proportional 
to shqt start pressure) and 8 the form factor wfupction of +* 
M ( 7-1 ) ; M being the central Ballistic constant= AzD2 PCB2W, 
in which D is the w 




A1 p = - Fz' FC 
TO& no. of Gm Moles ( 
It turns out that under the assunlptions outlined above the total 
number of gm. moles n, is independe 
corrections to the equilibrium const 
composition of the propellant being 
Y W n=x + 5 + -- ; x,y,w hei 
'2 
the no. of gm. atoms of C, H and N in'the whole charge. , 
Temperature at the All Burnt. 
With the knowledge of p, v and n, T can be -foynd from an 
, assumed equation of state. For the  ressure prevalent inside the P gun it is fairly accurate to use the fo lowing equation 
in which b and c are second and third virial coefficient "for th'e 
mixture = .Z ni B and Z ni c 
For the purpose of calculation of temperature - however b 
and c may be but=n Bi and Zi respectively ; B. and being the 
1 
average values for, the constituent mixture at 25d0'~. Their vslues ' have 
been tabulated by Corner2. $ - 
e 
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Gas Composition :- 
The gas composition a t  any temperature is given by the follow- 
ing equations. 
a + / 3 7 ~  . .  
2a+P+y=z - .  
2y+26=y 
BE(=W 
. & I ~ g ~ = ~ , f ( ~ ) ,  - 
a8 
Where a, P, y, 6 and E are the no, of gm. moies of 
Co,, Co, H20, H, and N, respeotively, K' the equilibrium constant for the 
water-gas reaction am&- f(y); a function of'  v and a correction for 
KO to get K'. f(v) can be calculated from the theory of chemical 
equilibrium and is given by 
f (v) = cxp 2v2 
- I [ - n ? - n 2 n c  
A B and A C be& the difference in the second ad - th i rd  coefficient of 
the water gas. 
These equations iead to a2 (K'-l)+a[I(( '9- 2 )+ z ] + x(x-z)=o 
from which a and hence /3, y and 8 can be found out. 
. 3- ARIABArfIC ~XPXPAN~OW. 





Sio=a"i-f- Cvi dT3. RIn T ST .- 
To . 
To 
in which S". is the entropy of the constituent i at  the referencet temperature 
01 
I 
To (in t b i ~  oase=300°k) and Cui is the Sp. heat at  constant volume of the cbnsti- 
* 
s .  -x 
tuent i at  infinite volume. If @ids the average value of the sp. heat between 
T x -x 
T, end T, Cvi dT = Cvi log T Evaluating the first integql, ST - 
To To, ' 
S-ZniSO. = 
0 1 





+Zni Cv, log T -log To (nR +Z ni 
- 
When the products reach the muzzle the volume of the gases and a, suitable 
T has to be found by trial and error SQ that S is the same* 
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CALCULATIONS FOR 25 pr. 
The relevant data for a 25 pr gun for super charge W. T. is  give^&&^^ :- 
Calibre . . . . . . = 3 45" 
Chamber Capacity KO . . 1 151 c. incba. 
Bore Capacity . . . . = 896 c. inches. 
Shot travel-1 . . . . 
Average bore area-A . . . . 
Four factor B . . . . 
p v i t y  of $he propellant 6 . . 
. Cmme(cted Pressure index a . . 
Charge weight C . . . . 
Force ConstaraC F . . . . 
Web size D . . . . . . * *W-inches. 
Corrected Shot Wt W1 . . 1 %dSMbs, 
Y . . . . = 1.239:" / " J 
Shot Start Pressure, Po . . = 2 tons#s.qn. 
M . . . . . . = 1.693. 
Pressure at  the all burnt p, . . 
Atomic-cofnpcwitfon 
x=OaO2156 y = 





27T8 (AIJ burnt) . . . . 
- -- 
2280 '(Muzzle) . . . . 
The *e&m at the muzzle calculated from the formula T(v-b) Y-1 
constant,. comes out to bw 2 2 5 0 0 ~  , 
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Composition in no. of gm. moles 
COB 
5.12 
5.70 
.+*A 
N, 
' 5.95 
---- 
5-95 
I 
HO 
5.2& 
-. 
5-80 
i 
CO - 
19.63 
19.08 
- 
H, 
10.66 
10.42 
